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NOTES OF JUDGE R J COLLINS ON SENTENCING

 

[1] Mr Toluono, at 24 years of age, you are for the sentence for  

27 offences committed throughout 2016 and primarily committed between  

April 2016 and June 2016.  Of those 27 charges, there are 15 charges of forgery 

when using a document, and basically two bank cards, one a – a card I assume had 

Paywave facility, which belonged to the first victim and that was on two occasions 

and it successfully in a third occasion – unsuccessfully and then 12 occasions of 

using the second victim’s credit card.  The summary does not make it clear that 

somehow you must have been able to activate or bypass the pin number on that card, 

with which you spent or more accurately, withdrew over $3000 in cash and spent 

that money in purchasing items.   

[2] In terms of the second victim’s credit card, you used that on 12 occasions.  

There are four offences of theft where you basically have stolen petrol by driving off 

and not paying.  There are three charges of breach or release conditions and I have to 



 

 

say, Mr Toluono, I know that to some extent, it is certainly inconsistent of your claim 

that you want to help with your drug addiction.  There is a charge, your receiving a 

stolen property charge, your resisting police charge, your failing to answer bail, 

charge of unlawfully being on property and lastly but – by no means least and most 

seriously is the charge of burglary.  With respect to that burglary charge, the 

summary of facts is very brief, it says between 11.30 am and 1.10 pm on the  

21
st
 of June, you and a co-offender went to a flat in Blockhouse Bay in Auckland.   

[3] You kicked in the front door, so the entrance to the premises was a violent 

entry.  You entered the property and you searched through all the rooms of the house 

and you took cash and jewellery, the property of the victim, to a value of $500.   

[4] I have already covered the use of document charges and the theft charges, the 

receiving charge involved a selling off of a towel that was worth $800 at a – I think 

could be a pawn shop for $150 and the other matters are relevantly self-explanatory. 

[5] My view in terms of the burglary is as follows, firstly as you have heard me 

discuss with Ms Packer, the Court of Appeal in a case called Arahanga has observed 

that the usual starting point for a burglary of someone’s home is between 18 months 

and two and a half years.   

[6] Some High Court cases have taken lesser starting points but towards the end 

of 2016, the Court of Appeal in another case called Gorgus said that where starting 

points are taken which are less than 18 months, they should not be followed.  In my 

view in this matter in any event, a higher starting point than 18 months is warranted.  

There are two offenders, the front door was kicked in, the risk of confrontation with 

an innocent home owner was high and you have gone through the whole flat looking 

for property and have stolen an amount of property.  In my view, a starting point of  

22 months, that is a point a little less than halfway of the range observed by the 

Court of Appeal in Arahanga is appropriate.  But it is also appropriate that that be 

uplifted by two months because this burglary was committed when you were on bail 

for other offences.  So for that, my view is the starting point of two years or 

24 months is appropriate. 



 

 

[7] Turning to the use of a document charges, there are 15 of those and  

Ms Packer submits that for all of the offending other than the burglary, an uplift of 

four to six months is appropriate.  I do not agree with that, I have no doubt that you 

were using those credit cards to withdraw significant amounts of cash and that you 

were doing that to fund the purchase of methamphetamine.  In my view, have they 

stood on your own, a higher point would have been warranted but on a totality basis.  

My view is that the uplift should be one of 15 months.  

[8] For the four thefts of petrol, each has a maximum sentence of three months’ 

imprisonment but on a combined basis, given the four charges and on a totality basis, 

in my view the uplift should be one of three months.   

[9] For the receiving charge, the uplift should be two months.  For the balance of 

the charges on – the one I regard as the most serious and it is committed on three 

occasions is the breach of release conditions.  So not only for a number of these 

offences were you on bail, committing the offences on bail, but you were committing 

offences when you were subject to release conditions which you have ignored.  So 

for the balance of the offending, there is the breach of release conditions, the 

resisting arrest, the failing to answer bail and also the charge which was amended 

from the charge of burglary down to being unlawfully in an enclosed yard.  All those 

matters, an uplift of six months and that takes me to 50 months.   

[10] There are no mitigating factors that I see in relation to the offending.  In 

terms of personal factors, the aggravating factor is your list of previous convictions.  

Drug offending, two offences for burglary, one committed in 2013 and one in 2014 

so they are recent and an amount of other dishonesty offending.  In my view, the 

uplift will be one of six months and I do not consider that in that there is any aspect 

of double punishment or double jeopardy.  In my view, that uplift is appropriate from 

the point of view of protecting the community from your offending.  That takes me 

then to 56 months.   

[11] The mitigating factors as far as you are concerned are simply the pleas of 

guilty ultimately to all these matters, which I assess as being at 11 months and that 

reduces matters to 45 months or three years, nine months’ imprisonment.   



 

 

[12] I have turned to consider the question of a minimum period of imprisonment 

higher than that, which was – which applies in a normal course of events, pursuant to 

the Parole Act.  In my view, a strong argument could be made and the need to protect 

the community and hold you accountable and denounce your conduct and impose a 

higher minimum period of imprisonment, but on the balance I have decided against 

that today and the Parole Board is well placed, obviously as it must be by statue to 

decide when the appropriate point is reached and your risk is such that you can be 

released on parole.   

[13] So on the burglary charge, you are sentenced to three years, nine months’ 

imprisonment.  All other sentences of imprisonment are concurrent, the total is three 

years and nine months.  In respect of the use of document charges, that is all six 

months’ imprisonment.  The theft charge is two months, the receiving charge two 

months and all the other charges would be one month imprisonment.  The total, as I 

say, three years and nine months.  That is all, Mr Toluono, you can stand down.   

 

 

R J Collins 

District Court Judge 


